Rabdan Academy - Bachelor of Science in Policing and Security

The Policing and Security program consists of courses surrounding the management of police operations in the United Arab Emirates and includes leadership, crime investigation, community policing, strategic planning, and command of operations. Through a combination of lecture, discussion, simulation exercises, and applied real-world scenarios, students learn team organization, professional ethics, interagency operations, and resilience through the core principles of contemporary relevance, integration, cooperation, multi-agency coordination, and interoperability. Completion of specified courses earns a concentration in Comprehensive Police Station Management. Graduates are leaders who contribute to the safety, security, defence, emergency preparedness, and crisis management (SSDEC) for resilience of the nation.

Program is structured as follows: general education: 36cr, core courses 48cr, elective courses: 36cr for a total of 120cr.

Program core courses are the following, which being 3cr.

Core Program Courses

SEC100 Introduction to SSDEC Management
CPS210 Police Leadership
CPS211 Human Rights and Ethics
CPS221 Community Policing
CPS310 Child Protection
CPS311 Organisational Culture and Policing
CPS315 Law and Criminal Justice Studies
SEC290 Innovative Project in SSDEC Management
GP2120 Introduction to BCM in the UAE
CPS213 Human Resource Studies – Developing People
CPS314 Criminology
GP3220 Workplace Secondment
GP4120 Advanced Research and Study Skills
GP4130 Applied Stakeholder Analysis
GP4140 Understanding Strategic Threats
SEC490 Project in SSDEC Management

Concentration in Comprehensive Police Station Management

CPS121 Introduction to Comprehensive Police Station Management (CPSM)
CPS122 Introduction To Crime Scenes
CPS214 Effective Crime Investigation
CPS312 Road Policing and Public Safety
CPS324 Emotional Intelligence and Personal Resilience
GP3230 Strategic Planning
CPS422 Advanced Comprehensive Police Station Management
CPS411 Command of Major Operations
Elective Courses

GP211 Comparative Approaches to BCM
GP221 Introduction to Counter CBRN Incident Preparation
GP2220 Introduction to Emergency Response
GP3130 Emergency Control Centres and Information Management
GP3140 Tactical Emergency Management
GP3150 Introduction to Crowd and Public Safety Management
GP322 Telecommunications in Business Continuity and IEM
GP3230 Strategic Planning
GP324 Understanding Emotional Intelligence and Personal Resilience
GP325 Working with the Public and Media in Emergencies
GP403 Developing Response Procedures
GP4110 Strategic Integrated Emergency Management
MIL420 Fourth Generation Warfare

Commission for Academic Accreditation (caa.ae) of the United Arab Emirates - national accreditation.
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